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Introduction

AIDA: Attention, Interest, Desire, Action
PAS: Problem, Agitate, Solution
BAB: Before, After, Bridge
QUEST: Qualify, Understand, Educate, Stimulate, Transition
ACCA: Awareness, Comprehension, Conviction, Action
OATH: Oblivious, Apathetic, Thinking, Hurting
4Ps: Promise, Picture, Proof, Push
4Cs: Clear, Concise, Compelling, Credible
3Ps: Pain, Promise, Pleasure
SOFT: Simplicity, Originality, Focus, Tension
UPWORDS: Urgency, Promise, Worth, Openness, Relevance, Desire, Satisfaction
PASTOR: Problem, Amplify, Story, Testimonials, Offer, Response
KISS: Keep It Simple, Stupid (or Keep It Short and Sweet)
FAB: Features, Advantages, Benefits
4Us: Unique, Ultra-specific, Urgent, Useful
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AIDA: Attention, Interest, Desire, Action
The AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action) framework is a time-tested approach to
copywriting that has proven effective in various types of marketing communications, including
cold outreach. Using this framework, you can create persuasive and engaging messages that
capture your prospect’s attention and encourage them to take action. Here’s a more detailed
breakdown of how to use the AIDA framework in your cold outreach:

Attention: Your message must start by grabbing the prospect’s attention, and the first
opportunity to do this is with a compelling subject line. A strong subject line piques curiosity and
stands out in a crowded inbox, making the recipient more likely to open and read your email.
Use intrigue, personalization, or an enticing offer to create a subject line that demands attention.
For bulk email service check out services like Mailmodo.
Example: “Unlock Your True Potential: Exclusive Offer Inside”

Interest: Once you’ve captured the prospect’s attention with a captivating subject line, it’s time
to generate interest in your product or service. Provide relevant information, share interesting
facts or statistics, and highlight the unique features or benefits of your offering. The goal is to
create a sense of curiosity and compel the prospect to continue reading.
Example: “Did you know that 90% of top-performing professionals use [Your Product] to
streamline their daily tasks and enhance productivity?”



Desire: After generating interest, invoke desire by helping the prospect visualize the positive
outcomes and benefits of using your product or service. Describe how your offering can solve
their problems, improve their lives, or help them achieve their goals. Use emotional triggers and
storytelling to create a strong connection between the prospect and your solution.
Example: “Imagine being able to complete your daily tasks in half the time, freeing up your
schedule to focus on more important aspects of your life or career. With [Your Product], this can
become your reality.”

Action: Finally, prompt the prospect to take action. This can be signing up for a free trial,
scheduling a consultation, or making a purchase. Be clear and concise in your call-to-action
(CTA), and create a sense of urgency to motivate the prospect to act immediately.
Example: “Don’t miss out on the opportunity to supercharge your productivity. Sign up for a
30-day free trial of [Your Product] today and experience the difference for yourself!”

By following the AIDA framework in your cold outreach, you’ll create persuasive and engaging
messages that effectively guide your prospects through the decision-making process.
Remember to personalize your copy and consider incorporating visual elements to further
enhance the impact of your message and improve your chances of success.

Use personalized images to create interest, such as a screenshot of the prospect’s website with
a note about an improvement. Invoke desire by highlighting the benefits of your product or
service and end with a clear call to action.

Here are five detailed examples for each of the AIDA copywriting framework:

AIDA Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Unleash Your Creativity with Our [Art Supplies Subscription Box]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Attention: Are you an aspiring artist looking to explore new mediums and techniques?

Interest: Our [Art Supplies Subscription Box] delivers a curated selection of high-quality art
supplies to your doorstep each month, along with step-by-step tutorials and inspiration.

Desire: Imagine the thrill of experimenting with new materials and honing your artistic skills while
creating stunning masterpieces to share with your friends and family.

Action: Subscribe to [Art Supplies Subscription Box] today and receive a 15% discount on your
first box – start your creative journey now!



AIDA Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Immune System with [All-Natural Supplement]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Attention: Are you concerned about maintaining a strong immune system, especially during cold
and flu season?

Interest: Introducing [All-Natural Supplement], a powerful blend of immune-boosting ingredients
designed to support your body’s natural defences.

Desire: Picture yourself enjoying improved overall health, increased energy levels, and a
reduced risk of illness.

Action: Try [All-Natural Supplement] now and enjoy a 20% discount on your first purchase –
support your immune system today!

AIDA Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Get More Done with [Productivity Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Attention: Are you struggling to stay organized and manage your tasks efficiently?

Interest: [Productivity Software] is a cutting-edge tool that helps you stay on top of your to-do
list, streamline your workflow, and boost your overall productivity.

Desire: Imagine the satisfaction of crossing off tasks, meeting deadlines, and achieving a better
work-life balance.

Action: Sign up for [Productivity Software] now and receive a 30-day free trial – unlock your full
potential today!

AIDA Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Transform Your Outdoor Space with [Landscaping Services]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],



Attention: Is your backyard in need of a makeover?

Interest: Our [Landscaping Services] specialize in creating beautiful, functional outdoor spaces
tailored to your needs and preferences.

Desire: Envision yourself enjoying a stunning, personalized oasis right in your own backyard –
perfect for relaxing, entertaining, or simply admiring.

Action: Schedule a free consultation with our [Landscaping Services] team and receive 10% off
your project – transform your outdoor space today!

AIDA Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Travel in Style with [Luxury Luggage]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Attention: Are you tired of lugging around bulky, unattractive suitcases on your trips?

Interest: Discover [Luxury Luggage], a collection of sleek, stylish, and durable luggage designed
to make your travels a breeze.

Desire: Imagine turning heads at the airport and enjoying hassle-free journeys with your new,
top-of-the-line luggage.

Action: Shop [Luxury Luggage] now and receive a 15% discount on your first purchase –
upgrade your travel experience today!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these AIDA framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

PAS: Problem, Agitate, Solution
The PAS (Problem-Agitate-Solve) framework is an incredibly effective approach for crafting
persuasive copy that resonates with your target audience. It’s particularly adept at addressing
your prospect’s pain points, making it a powerful tool for creating compelling outreach
messages. Here’s a more detailed breakdown of how to use the PAS framework:

Problem: Begin by identifying a common problem or challenge that your prospect is facing. This
requires understanding your target audience and empathising with their struggles. By starting



with the problem, you immediately capture the prospect’s attention and create a sense of
relatability.
Example: “Are you struggling to generate leads for your business and finding it difficult to grow
your customer base?”

Agitate: Once you’ve identified the problem, it’s time to agitate it by highlighting the
consequences or negative impact of not solving it. This step is crucial because it helps to create
a sense of urgency and further emphasises the importance of addressing the issue at hand.
Example: “Without a steady stream of leads, you risk stagnating growth, losing market share to
competitors, and potentially jeopardising the long-term success of your business.”

Solve: After presenting the problem and agitating it, offer your solution as the ideal remedy for
the prospect’s pain points. Focus on the unique benefits and advantages of your product or
service, demonstrating how it can effectively alleviate the problem and improve the prospect’s
situation.
Example: “Our cutting-edge lead generation software is designed to streamline your marketing
efforts, attract high-quality leads, and ultimately fuel the growth of your business. With features
like advanced targeting, automation, and in-depth analytics, our solution empowers you to take
control of your lead generation and drive long-term success.”

When using the PAS framework, it’s essential to tailor your message to the specific needs and
concerns of your target audience. By doing so, you create a strong connection with your
prospects, and demonstrate that you understand their pain points and have a solution to
address them.

Personalized images can make the problem more tangible, such as a chart showing the
prospect’s current metrics compared to competitors.

PAS Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Say Goodbye to Your Sleepless Nights
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you tired of tossing and turning in bed, struggling to get a restful night’s sleep?

Agitate: A lack of quality sleep can lead to chronic fatigue, difficulty concentrating, and even
weaken your immune system, putting your overall health and well-being at risk.

Solution: Our [Sleep Aid Product] is specifically designed to help you fall asleep faster, stay
asleep longer, and wake up feeling refreshed and rejuvenated. Try [Sleep Aid Product] today
and rediscover the benefits of a good night’s sleep!



PAS Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Tired of Paying High Energy Bills? We Have the Answer
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you frustrated by the ever-increasing cost of your energy bills, making it difficult to
manage your household budget?

Agitate: High energy bills can put a strain on your finances, leaving you with less money to
spend on the things you enjoy or invest in other important aspects of your life.

Solution: Our [Energy-Saving Device] can help you significantly reduce your energy
consumption, lowering your bills and putting more money back in your pocket. Invest in
[Energy-Saving Device] and start saving today!

PAS Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Take Control of Your Weight with Our Proven Solution
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you struggling to lose weight and maintain a healthy lifestyle, despite trying
countless diets and exercise routines?

Agitate: The constant cycle of unsuccessful weight loss attempts can be demoralizing and
negatively impact your self-esteem and overall well-being.

Solution: [Weight Loss Program] offers a comprehensive, science-backed approach to weight
loss, incorporating nutrition, fitness, and mindset coaching to help you achieve lasting results.
Start your journey with [Weight Loss Program] and transform your life for the better.

PAS Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Skyrocket Your Sales with Our Innovative Marketing Strategy
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are your current marketing efforts falling short, resulting in stagnant sales and slow
business growth?



Agitate: In today’s competitive market, ineffective marketing can leave you trailing behind your
competitors, making it increasingly difficult to attract new customers and retain existing ones.

Solution: Our [Marketing Agency] specialises in crafting tailored marketing strategies that drive
results, boost sales, and elevate your brand’s presence. Partner with [Marketing Agency] and
propel your business to new heights!

PAS Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Maximize Your Workspace Efficiency with Our Organizational Solutions
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Is your cluttered workspace making it challenging to focus and stay productive
throughout the day?

Agitate: A disorganized work environment can lead to wasted time, increased stress, and a
decline in overall work performance.

Solution: [Workspace Organization Product] offers a range of innovative solutions designed to
help you declutter, organize, and optimize your workspace for maximum efficiency. Transform
your work environment with [Workspace Organization Product] and unlock your full productivity
potential!

BAB: Before, After, Bridge
The BAB (Before, After, Bridge) framework is a powerful storytelling technique that allows you to
create compelling copy by showcasing the transformative effects of your product or service. This
approach helps prospects visualize the benefits of your solution and builds a strong emotional
connection. Here’s an expanded breakdown of the BAB framework and how to use personalized
images effectively:

Before: Begin by describing the prospect’s current situation, focusing on their pain points,
struggles, or challenges. This helps to create empathy and show that you understand their
needs and concerns.
Example: “As a small business owner, you’re likely overwhelmed with managing day-to-day
tasks, juggling multiple responsibilities, and struggling to find the time to focus on growing your
business.”

After: Next, present a vivid picture of the prospect’s situation after using your product or service,
highlighting the positive changes, improvements, and overall benefits. This helps to create
desire and showcase the value of your offering.



Example: “Imagine a world where you can effortlessly delegate tasks, streamline your
operations, and dedicate more time to strategic planning and business growth.”

Bridge: The bridge connects the before and after scenarios, illustrating how your product or
service facilitates the transformation. Explain the features, advantages, and unique selling
points of your offering, demonstrating its effectiveness in addressing the prospect’s pain points.
Example: “Our [Business Management Software] is designed to revolutionize the way you run
your business, offering powerful tools for task management, team collaboration, and process
automation that will help you reclaim your time and drive success.”

Using personalized images can significantly enhance the impact of your BAB copy by illustrating
the contrast between the before and after states. Side-by-side comparison: Include images that
directly compare the before and after scenarios, such as a cluttered workspace versus an
organized one or a low-performing marketing campaign compared to a high-performing one.
This visual contrast emphasizes the transformative power of your product or service.

By combining the power of the BAB framework with personalized images, you can create
persuasive and engaging copy that effectively demonstrates the value of your solution and
compels prospects to take action.

BAB Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Transform Your Sales Pipeline with [Product Name]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you finding it difficult to manage your leads and close deals?

Before: You’re struggling with a cluttered sales pipeline, losing track of leads and missing out on
valuable opportunities.

After: Your sales process is streamlined and efficient, with increased conversion rates and
revenue growth.

Bridge: Our CRM solution, [Product Name], can help you achieve this transformation. Schedule
a free demo and discover how [Product Name] can revolutionize your sales process!

BAB Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Enhance Your Customer Support with [Helpdesk Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], is your customer support struggling to meet the expectations of your
clients?



Before: You’re dealing with long response times, frustrated customers, and negative reviews.

After: Your customer support team is efficient, responsive, and consistently receives positive
feedback.

Bridge: [Helpdesk Software] can help you make this transition by streamlining your support
process and empowering your team to deliver exceptional service. Try [Helpdesk Software] for
free and experience the difference!

BAB Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Boost Employee Productivity with [Time Management Tool]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are your employees struggling to manage their time effectively and stay
productive?

Before: Your team members are frequently overwhelmed, missing deadlines, and unable to
focus on high-priority tasks.

After: Your employees are organized, efficient, and consistently meet their goals.

Bridge: Our time management tool, [Time Management Tool], can help your team make this
transformation by providing insights and tools to optimise their workflow. Get started with a free
trial of [Time Management Tool] today!

BAB Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Revitalize Your Social Media Presence with [Social Media Management Tool]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], is your business struggling to maintain a consistent and engaging social
media presence?

Before: Your social media channels are sporadic, lacking engagement, and failing to drive traffic
to your website.

After: Your social media profiles are thriving, with increased engagement, brand visibility, and
website traffic.

Bridge: [Social Media Management Tool] can help you make this transition by simplifying
content creation, scheduling, and analytics. Start your free trial of [Social Media Management
Tool] and elevate your social media game!



BAB Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Streamline Your Inventory Management with [Inventory Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you struggling to manage your inventory efficiently, leading to
stockouts and wasted resources?

Before: Your inventory management is disorganized, resulting in lost sales and increased costs.

After: Your inventory is optimized, with reduced stockouts and improved cost management.

Bridge: Our inventory management software, [Inventory Software], can help you achieve this
transformation by automating and streamlining your inventory processes. Request a free demo
of [Inventory Software] and take control of your inventory today!

QUEST: Qualify, Understand, Educate, Stimulate, Transition
The QUEST (Qualify, Understand, Educate, Stimulate, Transition) framework is a versatile
approach to copywriting that enables you to create highly targeted and relevant messages that
resonate with your prospects. By following this framework, you can demonstrate a deep
understanding of your prospect’s needs, showcase the value of your solution, and encourage
them to take action. Here’s an expanded breakdown of the QUEST framework and how to use
personalized images effectively:

Qualify: Start by qualifying the prospect to ensure they’re a good fit for your product or service.
This helps to establish relevance and demonstrates that your message is tailored specifically to
them.
Example: “As a marketing manager for a growing e-commerce business, you understand the
importance of reaching the right audience with targeted advertising.”

Understand: Demonstrate understanding by addressing the prospect’s specific needs,
challenges, or pain points. This helps to build rapport and show that you’ve taken the time to
research their business and empathize with their situation.
Example: “You likely struggle with finding the optimal marketing channels, allocating your budget
efficiently, and tracking the ROI of your campaigns.”

Educate: Educate the prospect about your solution, explaining its features, advantages, and
unique selling points. Focus on how your product or service can address their specific needs
and solve their challenges.
Example: “Our [Marketing Analytics Platform] provides comprehensive insights into your
campaigns, helping you identify the most effective channels, allocate resources intelligently, and
optimize your marketing efforts for maximum ROI.”



Stimulate: Stimulate interest by showcasing the benefits of your solution, emphasizing the
positive outcomes, and highlighting any differentiators that set your offering apart from the
competition.
Example: “By leveraging the power of [Marketing Analytics Platform], you can boost your
conversion rates, reduce customer acquisition costs, and drive sustainable growth for your
e-commerce business.”

Transition: Finally, transition to a call to action (CTA) that prompts the prospect to take the next
step, whether it’s signing up for a free trial, scheduling a demo, or making a purchase.
Example: “Unlock your marketing potential with [Marketing Analytics Platform]. Schedule a
demo today and experience the transformative power of data-driven marketing.”

Incorporating personalized images within your QUEST copy can further enhance its
effectiveness by showing the prospect that you understand their business and have taken the
time to tailor your message. Consider the following visual strategies:

a. Prospect’s logo on a mock-up: Include the prospect’s logo on a mock-up of your solution,
such as a dashboard or report, to create a visual representation of how your product or service
integrates with their brand.

b. Customized case studies: Present images from case studies that feature similar clients or
industries, demonstrating the success your solution has achieved for others with comparable
needs and challenges.

c. Personalized graphs or charts: Use graphs or charts that display data relevant to the
prospect’s industry or specific pain points, showcasing the measurable impact your solution can
have on their business.

By combining the QUEST framework with personalized images, you can craft persuasive and
engaging copy that effectively demonstrates your understanding of the prospect’s needs and
showcases the value of your solution, ultimately compelling them to take action.

QUEST Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Maximize Your Manufacturing Efficiency with [Software Name]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you a manufacturing business owner looking to optimize your
production processes? We understand the challenges you face in managing resources,
reducing waste, and meeting tight deadlines. Our software, [Software Name], is specifically
designed to help manufacturers like you streamline operations and increase efficiency. Explore
the benefits and features of [Software Name] that have helped similar businesses achieve
remarkable results. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to revolutionize your manufacturing
process – request a free demo today!



QUEST Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Enhance Your E-commerce Business with [Platform Name]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you an e-commerce store owner looking to improve your online
presence and drive more sales? We understand the complexities of managing an e-commerce
business, from inventory control to marketing and customer support. Our e-commerce platform,
[Platform Name], is designed to simplify and enhance your online store’s functionality. Discover
how [Platform Name] has helped other e-commerce businesses grow their revenue and improve
customer satisfaction. Take your online store to the next level – schedule a free consultation
now!

QUEST Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Restaurant’s Online Presence with [Reservation System]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you a restaurant owner looking to attract more customers and
streamline your reservation process? We understand the importance of a strong online
presence and a seamless reservation system for your restaurant’s success. Our reservation
platform, [Reservation System], is tailored for restaurants like yours to enhance your online
visibility and simplify bookings. Learn how [Reservation System] has transformed other
restaurants’ reservation processes and increased customer satisfaction. Elevate your
restaurant’s online experience – book a free demo today!

QUEST Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Revolutionize Your Healthcare Practice with [EMR Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you a healthcare provider searching for a solution to streamline
patient data management and improve overall efficiency? We understand the challenges you
face in managing patient information, appointment scheduling, and billing. Our Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) software, [EMR Software], is designed to help healthcare practices like
yours optimize their workflows. See how [EMR Software] has enhanced the efficiency and
patient care of other healthcare providers. Transform your healthcare practice – request a free
consultation now!

QUEST Email Example 5:

To:



Subject:Optimize Your Real Estate Business with [CRM Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you a real estate agent struggling to manage client relationships and
close deals effectively? We understand the importance of a well-organized CRM system for
managing leads, clients, and properties. Our real estate-specific CRM software, [CRM
Software], is tailored to help real estate professionals like you maximize their productivity and
close more deals. Discover how [CRM Software] has helped other agents achieve success in
their real estate businesses. Enhance your real estate operations – schedule a free demo today!

ACCA: Awareness, Comprehension, Conviction, Action
ACCA focuses on raising awareness about a problem or opportunity, helping the prospect
comprehend the situation and your solution, building conviction in your product or service, and
prompting action. Personalized images can help create awareness and comprehension, such as
an infographic showing industry trends relevant to the prospect’s business.

ACCA Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Are You Aware of the Power of AI in Marketing?
Hi [Prospect’s Name], did you know that Artificial Intelligence (AI) can revolutionize your
marketing strategy? By leveraging AI-driven marketing tools, you can better understand your
audience, create personalized campaigns, and optimize your marketing efforts. We’re confident
that our AI-powered marketing platform, [Platform Name], can deliver outstanding results for
businesses like yours. Don’t miss out on the benefits of AI in marketing – start your free trial of
[Platform Name] today!

ACCA Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Discover the Impact of Virtual Events on Your Business
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you aware that virtual events can significantly boost your brand
exposure and lead generation? With our virtual event platform, [Platform Name], you can host
engaging, interactive online events that attract and retain attendees. We’re confident that
[Platform Name] can help businesses like yours expand their reach and generate valuable
leads. Experience the power of virtual events – schedule a free demo of [Platform Name] now!

ACCA Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Unleash the Potential of Remote Work with [Collaboration Tool]



Hi [Prospect’s Name], did you know that remote work can greatly enhance productivity and
employee satisfaction? By using the right collaboration tools, you can create a seamless remote
work environment for your team. Our collaboration software, [Collaboration Tool], is designed to
help businesses like yours unlock the potential of remote work. Don’t let outdated tools hold you
back – try [Collaboration Tool] for free and transform your team’s productivity!

ACCA Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Harness the Power of Big Data with [Analytics Platform]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], are you aware of how big data can drive better decision-making and
business growth? By utilizing advanced analytics platforms, you can gain valuable insights and
make data-driven decisions. Our analytics platform, [Analytics Platform], can help businesses
like yours unlock the potential of big data. Make informed decisions and drive growth with
data-driven insights – request a free consultation for [Analytics Platform] today!

ACCA Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Boost Employee Engagement with [Gamification Platform]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], did you know that gamification can significantly improve employee
engagement and performance? By integrating gamified elements into your workplace, you can
create a fun, motivating environment for your team. We’re confident that our gamification
platform, [Gamification Platform], can deliver remarkable results for businesses like yours.
Enhance employee engagement and performance – schedule a free demo of [Gamification
Platform] now!

OATH: Oblivious, Apathetic, Thinking, Hurting
With OATH, you target prospects based on their level of awareness of the problem: oblivious,
apathetic, thinking, or hurting. Craft your message accordingly and use personalized images to
connect with their current state. For example, use a case study image for prospects who are
hurting and actively seeking a solution.

OATH Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Your Obligation to Data Security – Try [Security Software] Today
Hi [Prospect’s Name], as a business owner, you have an obligation to protect your company’s
sensitive data from cyber threats. Take action now by implementing our cutting-edge security
software, [Security Software], to safeguard your valuable information. Trust in our proven track



record of helping businesses like yours stay secure. Give your business the protection it
deserves and the hope for a safer future – start your free trial of [Security Software] today!

OATH Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Fulfill Your Responsibility to the Environment with [Eco-Friendly Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], as a responsible business, it’s crucial to consider the environmental
impact of your operations. Take action today by incorporating our eco-friendly product,
[Eco-Friendly Product], into your daily practices. Trust in the truth that sustainable business
choices can make a difference. Invest in a greener future and give your company the hope of a
positive environmental legacy – request a free sample of [Eco-Friendly Product] now!

OATH Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Embrace Your Duty to Employee Well-Being with [Wellness Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], you have an obligation to prioritize the well-being of your employees.
Take action today by implementing our comprehensive wellness program, [Wellness Program],
designed to enhance your team’s mental and physical health. Trust in the fact that a healthy
workforce is a productive workforce. Foster a culture of well-being and give your employees the
hope for a healthier, happier future – schedule a free consultation for [Wellness Program] today!

OATH Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Meet Your Commitment to Customer Satisfaction with [Customer Service Tool]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], as a business owner, it’s your duty to ensure customer satisfaction. Take
action now by using our customer service tool, [Customer Service Tool], to enhance your
support processes and deliver exceptional service. Trust in the knowledge that outstanding
customer service is the key to business success. Give your customers the hope of an
exceptional experience with every interaction – try [Customer Service Tool] for free today!

OATH Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Fulfill Your Promise of Quality with [Quality Assurance Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name], you have an obligation to deliver the highest quality products and
services to your customers. Take action today by implementing our quality assurance software,
[Quality Assurance Software], to streamline your quality control processes. Trust in the fact that



consistent quality leads to customer loyalty and business growth. Give your customers the hope
of reliable, top-notch products and services – request a free demo of [Quality Assurance
Software] now!

4Ps: Promise, Picture, Proof, Push
The 4Ps framework focuses on making a promise, painting a picture of the outcome, providing
proof through testimonials or case studies, and pushing the prospect to take action. Use
personalized images to help paint the picture and provide proof, such as a testimonial from a
similar client with their headshot or a graph showing improvements achieved by existing clients.

4Ps Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Achieve Flawless Skin with Our Revolutionary [Skincare Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],
Promise: Imagine having clear, radiant, and youthful-looking skin every day with the help of our
groundbreaking [Skincare Product].

Picture: Envision yourself waking up each morning, looking in the mirror, and being amazed at
the visible improvements in your skin’s texture and appearance. Your confidence soars as you
step out into the world, glowing with health and vitality.

Proof: Thousands of satisfied customers have experienced incredible results, and we have
numerous testimonials and before-and-after photos to back up our claims. Our [Skincare
Product] is also backed by scientific research and has been dermatologically tested for safety
and efficacy.

Push: Don’t miss out on the opportunity to transform your skin and boost your self-confidence.
Try [Skincare Product] today and experience the difference for yourself. Order now and get a
special 20% discount on your first purchase!

4Ps Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Maximize Your Productivity with Our Innovative [Time Management App]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Promise: Unlock your full productivity potential with our cutting-edge [Time Management App],
designed to help you stay organized, prioritize tasks, and achieve your goals more efficiently.



Picture: Imagine effortlessly managing your daily tasks, meeting deadlines, and finding more
time to focus on what truly matters in your life. Your work-life balance improves, and you finally
have the time to enjoy your hobbies and spend quality time with your loved ones.

Proof: Our [Time Management App] has been featured in top publications like Forbes and Fast
Company and has received rave reviews from users who have seen significant improvements in
their productivity levels. The app’s advanced features are backed by the latest time
management research to ensure maximum effectiveness.

Push: Take the first step towards better time management and increased productivity. Download
[Time Management App] now and enjoy a 30-day free trial, with no commitment required. Don’t
let disorganization hold you back – start your journey to productivity today!

4Ps Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Sales with Our Proven [Sales Training Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Promise: Skyrocket your sales and close more deals with our results-driven [Sales Training
Program], designed to give you the tools, techniques, and strategies to excel in your sales
career.

Picture: Picture yourself confidently navigating sales calls, building strong relationships with
prospects, and consistently exceeding your sales targets. Your success in sales not only
translates to higher earnings but also leads to personal growth and professional recognition.

Proof: Our [Sales Training Program] has helped thousands of sales professionals, just like you,
to achieve outstanding results. Many of our participants have seen a 30% increase in their sales
performance within just a few months of completing the program. We also have numerous
testimonials from satisfied clients who have experienced tremendous success.

Push: Invest in yourself and your sales career today by enrolling in our [Sales Training
Program]. Register now and secure your spot in our next cohort, as spaces are limited. Don’t let
this opportunity to elevate your sales skills pass you by – enroll now!

4Ps Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Transform Your Digital Marketing Efforts with [Marketing Agency]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],



Promise: Reach new heights in your digital marketing efforts by partnering with our experienced
[Marketing Agency], where we deliver exceptional results and help your business thrive in the
online space.

Picture: Imagine your website traffic increasing, your social media engagement skyrocketing,
and your online sales steadily growing. Your brand becomes a household name, and your
business enjoys long-term success and sustainability.

Proof: With years of experience and a proven track record, our [Marketing Agency] has helped
hundreds of businesses achieve remarkable resultsin their digital marketing endeavors. We’ve
generated millions of dollars in revenue for our clients, and our case studies and testimonials
showcase the substantial impact our strategies can have on businesses like yours.

Push: Don’t miss the chance to transform your digital marketing efforts and drive business
growth. Schedule a free consultation with our [Marketing Agency] today and discover how we
can help you achieve your online marketing goals. Take the first step towards a brighter digital
future – book your consultation now!

4Ps Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Improve Your Fitness and Transform Your Life with [Fitness Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Promise: Achieve your fitness goals, increase your energy levels, and feel better than ever
before with our comprehensive [Fitness Program], designed to deliver lasting results.

Picture: Visualize yourself feeling strong, confident, and full of energy as you complete daily
tasks with ease, participate in your favorite activities, and enjoy a higher quality of life. Your
improved fitness not only benefits your physical health but also positively impacts your mental
well-being and overall happiness.

Proof: Our [Fitness Program] has already transformed the lives of countless individuals who
have experienced significant improvements in their fitness, strength, and endurance. We have
numerous testimonials, success stories, and before-and-after photos that demonstrate the
life-changing impact our program can have.

Push: Don’t wait any longer to prioritize your health and fitness. Sign up for our [Fitness
Program] today and take advantage of our limited-time 10% discount on your first month. Start
your journey towards a healthier, happier you – enroll now!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these 4Ps framework examples



can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience and enhance
the impact of your message.

4Cs: Clear, Concise, Compelling, Credible
When crafting your cold outreach copy using the 4Cs, ensure your message is clear, concise,
compelling, and credible. Personalized images can reinforce the clarity and credibility of your
message, such as a screenshot of a glowing review from a similar client.

4Cs Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Slash Your Energy Bills with [Energy-Saving Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Clear: Save money on your energy bills by using our innovative [Energy-Saving Product].

Concise: [Energy-Saving Product] is an easy-to-use device that reduces energy consumption,
resulting in lower monthly bills.

Compelling: Imagine keeping more money in your pocket while reducing your environmental
footprint.

Credible: Our [Energy-Saving Product] has been featured in leading publications and has
garnered rave reviews from satisfied customers.

Call-to-Action: Order [Energy-Saving Product] now and enjoy a 15% discount on your purchase!

4Cs Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Website’s Traffic with [SEO Tool]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Clear: Drive more organic traffic to your website with our powerful [SEO Tool].

Concise: [SEO Tool] helps you optimize your website, improve search engine rankings, and
attract more visitors.

Compelling: Imagine your website becoming a go-to destination in your industry, leading to
increased sales and brand awareness.



Credible: Trusted by thousands of businesses, [SEO Tool] has a proven track record of
delivering tangible results.

Call-to-Action: Start your free trial of [SEO Tool] today and watch your website traffic soar!

4Cs Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Supercharge Your Writing Skills with [Writing Course]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Clear: Enhance your writing skills and communicate more effectively with our [Writing Course].

Concise: [Writing Course] offers expert guidance and practical exercises to help you become a
better writer.

Compelling: Picture yourself crafting persuasive, engaging, and error-free content with ease.

Credible: Our [Writing Course] has received praise from participants and industry professionals
alike.

Call-to-Action: Enroll in [Writing Course] now and receive a 20% discount on your registration
fee!

4Cs Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Get in Shape with [Online Fitness Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Clear: Achieve your fitness goals from the comfort of your home with our [Online Fitness
Program].

Concise: [Online Fitness Program] offers tailored workouts, nutritional advice, and personalized
support to help you get in shape.

Compelling: Imagine feeling stronger, healthier, and more confident than ever before.

Credible: Our [Online Fitness Program] has a dedicated following of success stories and
satisfied clients.



Call-to-Action: Join [Online Fitness Program] today and enjoy a special 10% discount on your
first month!

4Cs Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Grow Your Business with [Sales Training Webinar]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Clear: Boost your sales and grow your business by attending our [Sales Training Webinar].

Concise: [Sales Training Webinar] teaches proven strategies and techniques to increase your
sales performance.

Compelling: Envision yourself closing deals with ease and generating more revenue for your
business.

Credible: [Sales Training Webinar] is led by industry experts with years of experience in sales
and business growth.

Call-to-Action: Register for [Sales Training Webinar] now and secure your spot at this exclusive
event!

TIP: Including personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger pattern
interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these 4Cs framework examples can be
adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience and enhance the
impact of your message.

3Ps: Pain, Promise, Pleasure
The 3Ps framework aims to address the prospect’s pain, make a promise to solve it, and
highlight the pleasure they’ll experience once the issue is resolved. Use personalized images to
visualize the pain and pleasure, such as before-and-after photos demonstrating the
transformation your solution offers.

3Ps Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Say Goodbye to Sleepless Nights with [Sleep Aid Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Pain: Are you tired of tossing and turning in bed, struggling to get a good night’s sleep?



Promise: Our [Sleep Aid Product] is specially designed to help you fall asleep faster and enjoy a
deeper, more restful sleep.

Pleasure: Imagine waking up every morning feeling refreshed, energized, and ready to take on
the day.

Call-to-Action: Try [Sleep Aid Product] now and experience the benefits of a rejuvenating sleep.
Order today and receive a 15% discount!

3Ps Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Confidence with [Public Speaking Course]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Pain: Does the thought of speaking in public make you feel anxious and self-conscious?

Promise: Our [Public Speaking Course] can help you overcome your fears and develop the
skills needed to deliver powerful presentations with confidence.

Pleasure: Picture yourself standing on stage, captivating your audience with your eloquence
and poise.

Call-to-Action: Enroll in [Public Speaking Course] today and unlock your potential as a confident
speaker. Register now for a 10% discount!

3Ps Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Streamline Your Project Management with [Project Management Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Pain: Are you overwhelmed by managing multiple projects, struggling to keep track of deadlines
and progress?

Promise: Our [Project Management Software] simplifies project management, helping you stay
organized, prioritize tasks, and ensure timely delivery.

Pleasure: Imagine effortlessly managing your projects and experiencing the satisfaction of
consistently meeting your goals and deadlines.



Call-to-Action: Try [Project Management Software] for free today and revolutionize the way you
manage projects. Start your free trial now!

3Ps Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Relieve Back Pain with [Ergonomic Office Chair]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Pain: Do you suffer from back pain due to long hours sitting at your desk?

Promise: Our [Ergonomic Office Chair] is designed to provide optimal support and comfort,
helping to alleviate back pain and improve your posture.

Pleasure: Picture yourself sitting comfortably at work, enjoying a pain-free day and increased
productivity.

Call-to-Action: Invest in your health and well-being by ordering [Ergonomic Office Chair] today.
Enjoy a special 20% discount on your purchase!

3Ps Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Turbocharge Your Email Marketing with [Email Marketing Platform]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Pain: Are you struggling to create impactful email campaigns that engage your audience and
drive results?

Promise: Our [Email Marketing Platform] offers powerful tools and features to help you design,
send, and track high-performing email campaigns.

Pleasure: Imagine your email open rates, click-through rates, and conversions skyrocketing,
leading to increased revenue and business growth.

Call-to-Action: Start your free trial of [Email Marketing Platform] today and elevate your email
marketing game. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to boost your results!

TIP: Including personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger pattern
interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these 3Ps framework examples can be
adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience and enhance the
impact of your message.



SOFT: Simplicity, Originality, Focus, Tension
When using the SOFT framework, make sure your message is simple, original, focused, and
creates tension between the prospect’s current situation and the desired outcome. Personalized
images can emphasize simplicity and originality, such as a clean, customized graphic illustrating
the core benefits of your solution.

SOFT Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Simplify Your Meal Prep with [Meal Kit Service]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simplicity: Make meal planning and preparation a breeze with our convenient [Meal Kit Service].

Originality: Our unique, chef-curated recipes and pre-measured ingredients help you create
delicious meals in no time.

Focus: Spend less time stressing over meal planning and more time enjoying flavorful,
home-cooked meals with your loved ones.

Tension: Don’t miss out on the opportunity to simplify your life and elevate your culinary skills.

Call-to-Action: Try [Meal Kit Service] today and receive a 15% discount on your first order!

SOFT Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Stand Out with [Creative Design Agency]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simplicity: Enhance your brand’s visual presence with our easy-to-use [Creative Design Agency]
services.

Originality: Our team of talented designers will create eye-catching designs that set your
business apart from the competition.

Focus: Attract and engage your target audience with unique and memorable visuals.

Tension: Don’t let mediocre designs hold your brand back – elevate your image with our expert
help.



Call-to-Action: Schedule a free consultation with our [Creative Design Agency] to discuss your
design needs today!

SOFT Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Maximize Your Investment Returns with [Robo-Advisor]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simplicity: Simplify your investing experience with our user-friendly [Robo-Advisor] platform.

Originality: Our advanced algorithms and personalized investment strategies help you grow your
wealth more efficiently.

Focus: Concentrate on achieving your financial goals without the stress of managing your
investments manually.

Tension: Don’t miss out on the opportunity to maximize your returns and secure your financial
future.

Call-to-Action: Start your investment journey with [Robo-Advisor] today and enjoy a 30-day free
trial!

SOFT Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Enhance Your Online Privacy with [VPN Service]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simplicity: Protect your online privacy with ease using our simple-to-use [VPN Service].

Originality: Our state-of-the-art encryption technology and secure servers keep your data safe
from prying eyes.

Focus: Browse the internet with confidence, knowing that your personal information is protected.

Tension: Don’t leave your online security to chance – safeguard your privacy with our expert
solution.

Call-to-Action: Try [VPN Service] now and enjoy a special 20% discount on your subscription!



SOFT Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Brainpower with [Nootropic Supplement]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simplicity: Enhance your cognitive function effortlessly with our powerful [Nootropic
Supplement].

Originality: Our scientifically-formulated blend of ingredients supports memory, focus, and
mental clarity.

Focus: Experience improved concentration and productivity throughout your day.

Tension: Don’t let brain fog and lack of focus hold you back – unlock your full cognitive potential.

Call-to-Action: Order [Nootropic Supplement] today and enjoy a 10% discount on your first
purchase!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these SOFT framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

UPWORDS: Urgency, Promise, Worth, Openness, Relevance, Desire, Satisfaction
UPWORDS is a comprehensive framework that incorporates several key elements for
persuasive cold outreach copy. Use personalized images to create urgency (e.g., a limited-time
offer banner), showcase the promise and worth of your solution (e.g., a custom ROI chart), and
demonstrate openness, relevance, desire, and satisfaction (e.g., testimonials or case studies
with accompanying visuals).

UPWORDS Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Limited Time Offer: Boost Your Productivity with [Time Management App]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Urgency: Don’t miss out on our exclusive 48-hour offer for our [Time Management App]!

Promise: Our app will help you manage your time more effectively and increase your
productivity.



Worth: Discover how to prioritize tasks, set deadlines, and eliminate distractions with our
easy-to-use interface.

Openness: We’re committed to helping you make the most of your time and achieve your goals.

Relevance: As a busy professional, our [Time Management App] is designed specifically to
cater to your needs.

Desire: Imagine effortlessly managing your daily tasks, feeling more organized, and
accomplishing more.

Satisfaction: Enjoy a 30-day money-back guarantee – try [Time Management App] risk-free and
experience the difference it can make in your life.

Call-to-Action: Download [Time Management App] now and receive a 20% discount on your
subscription. Hurry, this offer ends soon!

UPWORDS Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:One-Day Sale: Revamp Your Wardrobe with [Online Clothing Store]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Urgency: Today only – shop our massive sale event and save up to 50% on select items!

Promise: Refresh your wardrobe with stylish and affordable pieces from our [Online Clothing
Store].

Worth: Take advantage of unbeatable prices on high-quality clothing that suits your personal
style.

Openness: We’re dedicated to providing exceptional customer service and a seamless shopping
experience.

Relevance: As a fashion enthusiast, you’ll love our curated selection of trendy and versatile
clothing options.

Desire: Picture yourself turning heads with your chic, updated wardrobe.

Satisfaction: Shop with confidence, knowing we offer hassle-free returns and exchanges on all
purchases.



Call-to-Action: Visit [Online Clothing Store] now to save big on your wardrobe upgrade. Don’t
miss out – sale ends tonight!

UPWORDS Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Final Hours: Secure Your Spot in [Exclusive Webinar]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Urgency: Last chance – registration for our [Exclusive Webinar] closes in just a few hours!

Promise: Learn valuable industry insights and strategies to grow your business from top
experts.

Worth: Gain access to exclusive content, actionable tips, and networking opportunities.

Openness: We’re committed to delivering high-quality, informative, and engaging webinars to
help you succeed.

Relevance: As a business owner, our [Exclusive Webinar] is tailored to address your unique
challenges and goals.

Desire: Imagine implementing proven tactics to accelerate your business growth and outpace
your competition.

Satisfaction: We’re confident that you’ll find our [Exclusive Webinar] to be a valuable investment
in your business success.

Call-to-Action: Register now for [Exclusive Webinar] before it’s too late – secure your spot today!

UPWORDS Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Last Chance: Enroll in [Online Course] and Get a Free Bonus
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Urgency: Enrollment for our [Online Course] ends tonight – don’t miss out on our special bonus
offer!

Promise: Develop new skills and advance your career with our expert-led [Online Course].

Worth: Benefit from in-depth lessons, practical assignments, and valuable resources.



Openness: We’re dedicated to helping you succeed and achieve your professional goals.

Relevance: Our [Online Course] is designed to address the unique needs and challenges of
professionals like you.

Desire: Picture yourself thriving in your career with the knowledge and skills gained from our
[Online Course].

Satisfaction: Experience the satisfaction of personal and professional growth, backed by our
30-day money-back guarantee.

Call-to-Action: Enroll in [Online Course] today and receive a free bonus worth $100. Don’t wait –
this offer expires at midnight!

UPWORDS Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Final Day: Save 25% on [Innovative Gadget] – Order Now!
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Urgency: Time is running out – our limited-time 25% discount on [Innovative Gadget] ends
today!

Promise: Enhance your daily life with the convenience and practicality of our [Innovative
Gadget].

Worth: Experience the value of improved efficiency and ease of use with our cutting-edge
technology.

Openness: We’re committed to providing you with innovative, high-quality products that make a
difference.

Relevance: As someone who values practical solutions, our [Innovative Gadget] is designed
with your needs in mind.

Desire: Imagine simplifying your daily routine and enjoying the benefits of our [Innovative
Gadget].

Satisfaction: Shop with confidence, knowing our [Innovative Gadget] comes with a 30-day
satisfaction guarantee.

Call-to-Action: Purchase [Innovative Gadget] now at 25% off – don’t miss your chance to save!



TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these UPWORDS framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

PASTOR: Problem, Amplify, Story, Testimonials, Offer, Response
The PASTOR framework emphasizes storytelling and the use of testimonials to build credibility.
Use personalized images to enhance your story and testimonials, such as images of your team
working with similar clients or visuals that highlight the success achieved by your existing
customers.

PASTOR Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Eliminate Your Back Pain with [Pain Relief Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you experiencing persistent back pain that affects your daily life and well-being?

Amplify: Back pain not only causes discomfort but can also lead to reduced mobility, sleep
disturbances, and a decreased quality of life.

Story: Meet Sarah, who used to suffer from chronic back pain until she discovered our [Pain
Relief Product].

Testimonials: “Thanks to [Pain Relief Product], my back pain has significantly decreased, and I
can enjoy my daily activities without discomfort.” – Sarah, satisfied customer

Offer: We’re offering a 20% discount on our [Pain Relief Product] to help you find relief from
your back pain.

Response: Order your [Pain Relief Product] today and start experiencing relief – don’t let back
pain control your life any longer!

PASTOR Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Business Growth with [Marketing Service]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],



Problem: Are you struggling to grow your business and reach your target audience?

Amplify: A lack of effective marketing can limit your business’s growth potential and impact your
bottom line.

Story: John, a small business owner, faced similar challenges until he partnered with our
[Marketing Service].

Testimonials: “With [Marketing Service], my business has seen a substantial increase in leads,
sales, and revenue. I couldn’t be happier with the results!” – John, satisfied client

Offer: We’re offering a free consultation to help you identify growth opportunities and create a
custom marketing strategy.

Response: Schedule your free consultation with our [Marketing Service] today and unlock your
business’s true potential!

PASTOR Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Improve Your Fitness with [Personal Training Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you finding it difficult to achieve your fitness goals on your own?

Amplify: The lack of proper guidance, support, and accountability can hinder your progress and
lead to discouragement.

Story: Lisa, a busy working professional, overcame these obstacles with the help of our
[Personal Training Program].

Testimonials: “The [Personal Training Program] has transformed my fitness journey – I’m
stronger, healthier, and more confident than ever before.” – Lisa, satisfied client

Offer: Get started with our [Personal Training Program] today and receive a 15% discount on
your first month.

Response: Sign up for our [Personal Training Program] now and take the first step towards
achieving your fitness goals!

PASTOR Email Example 4:

To:



Subject:Enhance Your Online Security with [Cybersecurity Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Are you concerned about protecting your sensitive data and personal information from
cyber threats?

Amplify: Cyberattacks are on the rise, and failing to secure your online presence can lead to
devastating consequences.

Story: Tom, a small business owner, protected his business from potential cyber threats by
implementing our [Cybersecurity Software].

Testimonials: “Since using [Cybersecurity Software], I’ve had peace of mind knowing that my
business and customer data are secure.” – Tom, satisfied customer

Offer: Secure your digital life with our [Cybersecurity Software] and receive a 10% discount on
your annual subscription.

Response: Protect your online privacy and security with [Cybersecurity Software] – purchase
your subscription today!

PASTOR Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Transform Your Living Space with [Interior Design Service]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Problem: Is your living space feeling outdated and uninspiring?

Amplify: A dull, uninviting environment can negatively impact your mood, productivity, and
overall well-being.

Story: Jessica, a homeowner, transformed her livingspace into a beautiful, functional haven with
the help of our [Interior Design Service].

Testimonials: “The [Interior Design Service] team created a stunning, personalized design that
has truly enhanced my home and my life.” – Jessica, satisfied client

Offer: Let our [Interior Design Service] revitalize your living space – schedule a free consultation
and receive 10% off your design package.



Response: Transform your home into a beautiful, functional oasis with [Interior Design Service]
– book your free consultation now!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these PASTOR framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

KISS: Keep It Simple, Stupid (or Keep It Short and Sweet)
With the KISS framework, focus on crafting a concise, easily digestible cold outreach message.
Use personalized images to convey information quickly and efficiently, such as a simple chart or
infographic that highlights key benefits or data points relevant to the prospect.

KISS Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Cut Your Energy Bill with [Energy Saving Gadget]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simple Message: Lower your energy bill and save money with our easy-to-use [Energy Saving
Gadget].

Call-to-Action: Order [Energy Saving Gadget] today and receive 15% off – start saving now!

KISS Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Transform Your Skin with [Skincare Product]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simple Message: Achieve radiant, healthy skin with our all-natural [Skincare Product].

Call-to-Action: Try [Skincare Product] now and enjoy a 20% discount on your first purchase –
get glowing skin today!

KISS Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Sales with [CRM Software]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],



Simple Message: Maximize your sales and improve customer relations with our intuitive [CRM
Software].

Call-to-Action: Sign up for [CRM Software] now and receive a 30-day free trial – elevate your
sales performance today!

KISS Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:tay Fit with [Online Fitness Program]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simple Message: Reach your fitness goals with our expert-led [Online Fitness Program].

Call-to-Action: Join [Online Fitness Program] today and get 10% off your subscription – start
your fitness journey now!

KISS Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Protect Your Home with [Home Security System]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Simple Message: Keep your home safe and secure with our advanced [Home Security System].

Call-to-Action: Install [Home Security System] today and enjoy a 15% discount – safeguard your
home now!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these KISS framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

FAB: Features, Advantages, Benefits
When using the FAB framework, emphasize your product or service’s features, advantages, and
benefits. Personalized images can help prospects visualize these aspects, such as a custom
graphic that highlights specific features relevant to their needs or an image showing your
solution in action within their industry.

FAB Email Example 1:



To:

Subject:Discover the Power of [Advanced Vacuum Cleaner]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Features: Our [Advanced Vacuum Cleaner] boasts a powerful motor, HEPA filtration, and
cordless design.

Advantages: With its cordless convenience, you can easily maneuver around furniture and
reach tight spaces.

Benefits: Enjoy a cleaner, healthier home with reduced allergens and a hassle-free cleaning
experience.

Call-to-Action: Purchase [Advanced Vacuum Cleaner] today and receive a 10% discount –
experience the difference in your home!

FAB Email Example 2:

To:

Subject:Improve Your Sleep with [Innovative Mattress]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Features: Our [Innovative Mattress] features memory foam technology, cooling gel layers, and a
supportive base.

Advantages: Experience pressure relief, temperature regulation, and optimal spinal alignment
during sleep.

Benefits: Wake up feeling refreshed and rejuvenated with a night of restful, comfortable sleep.

Call-to-Action: Try [Innovative Mattress] risk-free with our 100-night trial – order now and get
15% off your purchase!

FAB Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Grow Your Business with [Social Media Management Tool]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],



Features: [Social Media Management Tool] offers content scheduling, analytics, and
cross-platform integration.

Advantages: Streamline your social media management and gain valuable insights into your
audience and engagement.

Benefits: Increase your brand’s online presence, drive traffic, and generate leads by optimizing
your social media strategy.

Call-to-Action: Sign up for [Social Media Management Tool] now and enjoy a 30-day free trial –
elevate your social media game today!

FAB Email Example 4:

To:

Subject:Get Fit with [Smart Fitness Tracker]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Features: Our [Smart Fitness Tracker] monitors heart rate, sleep patterns, and daily activity
levels.

Advantages: Stay informed about your health and fitness progress with real-time data and
personalized insights.

Benefits: Reach your fitness goals and maintain a healthy lifestyle with the help of our [Smart
Fitness Tracker].

Call-to-Action: Buy [Smart Fitness Tracker] today and save 20% on your purchase – start
tracking your fitness journey now!

FAB Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Boost Your Productivity with [Time Management App]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Features: [Time Management App] offers task prioritization, deadline reminders, and
customizable categories.

Advantages: Stay organized and focused by efficiently managing your tasks and time.



Benefits: Increase your productivity, reduce stress, and achieve a better work-life balance with
our [Time Management App].

Call-to-Action: Download [Time Management App] now and get a 30-day premium trial for free –
take control of your time today!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these FAB framework
examples can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience
and enhance the impact of your message.

4Us: Unique, Ultra-specific, Urgent, Useful
Craft your cold outreach message using the 4Us by ensuring it’s unique, ultra-specific, urgent,
and useful. Personalized images can enhance these aspects, such as a tailored screenshot of
your product, a custom chart or infographic showing the prospect’s specific gains, or a
personalized callout regarding a time-sensitive offer.

4Us Email Example 1:

To:

Subject:Exclusive Offer: 20% Off [Unique Kitchen Gadget] – Today Only!
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Unique: Introducing our [Unique Kitchen Gadget] – the innovative tool that simplifies your
cooking experience like never before.

Ultra-specific: With its patented design, [Unique Kitchen Gadget] effortlessly peels, slices, and
dices fruits and vegetables in seconds.

Urgent: Act fast – our exclusive 20% discount on [Unique Kitchen Gadget] ends tonight at
midnight!

Useful: Save time, reduce mess, and enhance your meal prep with this versatile and efficient
kitchen tool.

Call-to-Action: Don’t miss out on this limited-time offer – purchase your [Unique Kitchen Gadget]
now and revolutionize your kitchen!

4Us Email Example 2:

To:



Subject:Learn a New Language in Just 3 Months with [Language Learning App]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Unique: Discover [Language Learning App] – a groundbreaking app that uses artificial
intelligence to help you learn languages quickly and effectively.

Ultra-specific: [Language Learning App] adapts to your learning style, allowing you to master
vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation in as little as 3 months.

Urgent: Unlock your full potential – sign up for [Language Learning App] today and receive a
50% discount on your first month!

Useful: Enhance your travel experiences, boost your career, and connect with people from
around the world by learning a new language.

Call-to-Action: Start your language learning journey with [Language Learning App] today and
enjoy 50% off your first month!

4Us Email Example 3:

To:

Subject:Get a Personalized Fitness Plan with [Online Personal Trainer] – Offer Ends Soon!
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Unique: [Online Personal Trainer] is a one-of-a-kind fitness platform that provides custom
workout plans tailored to your individual needs and goals.

Ultra-specific: With [Online Personal Trainer], you’ll receive a personalized workout plan,
nutritional guidance, and ongoing support from a certified personal trainer.

Urgent: Don’t miss your chance to transform your fitness journey – our 25% discount on [Online
Personal Trainer] subscriptions ends this week!

Useful: Achieve your fitness goals and maintain a healthier lifestyle with expert guidance and
support.

Call-to-Action: Sign up for [Online Personal Trainer] now and take advantage of our limited-time
25% discount!

4Us Email Example 4:

To:



Subject:Limited Time Offer: Save 30% on [Innovative Camera Bag]
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Unique: Introducing the [Innovative Camera Bag] – a stylish, durable, and functional bag
designed specifically for photographers.

Ultra-specific: Our [Innovative Camera Bag] features customizable compartments,
weather-resistant materials, and a comfortable ergonomic design.

Urgent: Don’t miss this opportunity – our 30% off promotion for the [Innovative Camera Bag]
ends in just 48 hours!

Useful: Protect your gear, stay organized, and travel comfortably with the ultimate camera bag
for photographers.

Call-to-Action: Order your [Innovative Camera Bag] now and save 30% – upgrade your
photography gear today!

4Us Email Example 5:

To:

Subject:Last Chance: Enroll in [Online Course] and Receive a Bonus Worth $200!
Hi [Prospect’s Name],

Unique: Gain access to our comprehensive [Online Course] that covers everything you need to
know about [Subject].

Ultra-specific: With in-depth lessons, expert instructors, and hands-on projects, [Online Course]
will help you master [Subject] and advance your career.

Urgent: Don’t delay – enroll in [Online Course] today and receive a bonus worth $200, but hurry,
this offer expires in just 24 hours!

Useful: Develop valuable skills, boost your resume, and unlock new career opportunities by
completing our [Online Course].

Call-to-Action: Enroll in [Online Course] now and claim your $200 bonus – invest in your future
success today!

TIP: Incorporating personalized images within your copy can help grab attention and trigger
pattern interrupts, making your outreach more effective. Each of these 4Us framework examples
can be adapted to include visual elements that resonate with your target audience and enhance
the impact of your message.


